What the CSI is

- A CEO-led initiative
- The leading voice of the global cement industry on sustainability
- A platform for cement companies to build success through sustainability
- Helping to deliver a sustainable built environment for communities around the world
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The CSI is one of the largest global sustainability programs ever undertaken by a single industry sector. The CSI is comprised of leading companies in the global cement sector and it serves as the industry's recognized voice for sustainable development.

Operating in a sustainable way will help your company improve economically, environmentally and socially. We help to create shared value for all and provide transparent, robust information about sustainability of our product and contribute to a sustainable built environment.

Our purpose
• Identify sustainability priorities for the cement sector;
• Drive programmes to continuously enhance sector sustainability performance;
• Encourage all cement companies to get involved; and
• Proactively engage with stakeholders to build understanding of the sustainability of cement and concrete.

Work program focus
- Climate and energy
- Product stewardship and sustainable construction
- Safety and health
- Social value
- Resource efficiency

BENEFITS

Core Member
• Advanced status for leaders taking the driving seat
• Highest level of commitment
• Making significant contribution to the budget and expertise resources
• Voting rights in all key decisions: governance, membership, budget, work program

Participating Member
• Intermediate level for companies committing to advance its sustainability performance
• Full compliance to CSI Charter
• Active engagement in work program
• Fixed contribution to budget

Affiliate
• Entry level
• Minimum fee
• Basic commitment
• Ample learning opportunities